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Introduction
Certain aluminium alloys undergo natural ageing after they have been quenched from the solution treatment temperature. Guinier and Preston (Guinier, 1938; Preston, 1938 ) first reported natural ageing as being related to solute clustering on the atomic scale. Solute clustering describes the first stages of solute aggregation, in the form of solute-rich regions with no specific crystallographic structure. Ringer et al. (1996 Ringer et al. ( , 1997 reported Cu-Mg clusters as the cause of a rapid hardening mechanism observed by atom probe tomography (APT) in the Al-Cu-Mg system. Similarly, Starink et al. (2004) recorded strong exothermic reactions related to the formation of CuMg clusters in differential scanning calorimetry (DSC) experiments. showed such clusters to have Guinier radii of 4.5 Å and Cu compositions between 25 and 45%, using a combination of small-angle X-ray scattering (SAXS) and NMR. Marceau and co-workers (Marceau, Sha, Ferragut et al., 2010) pointed to these clusters having an Mg:Cu ratio > $ 2 on the basis of APT and highlighted the importance of Mg as a potential vacancy stabilizer through the formation of vacancy-Mg complexes, as reported by Nagai et al. (2001) . Furthermore, minor Mg additions have been shown to modify considerably the precipitation sequence and kinetics of complex commercial Al-Cu-Li alloys by changing the lowtemperature microstructure formed during the early stages of ageing (Araullo-Peters et al., 2014; Gumbmann et al., 2016) . Decreus et al. (2013) showed, using anomalous small-angle X-ray scattering (ASAXS), that Cu-rich clusters exist after natural ageing in an Al-Cu-Li-Mg alloy. As such, clustering is shown to be intimately related to the complex interactions between different solutes, and between the solutes and excess vacancies inherited from quenching from solution heat treatment. It is therefore of interest to understand in more detail the respective interactions between Cu, Mg and Li in forming solute clusters during natural ageing. In the present paper, we will evaluate the cluster characteristics in three different alloys illustrating subsets of the Al-Cu system, namely an Al-Cu-Li alloy, an Al-Cu-Mg alloy and an Al-CuLi-Mg alloy.
Solute clusters are difficult to characterize directly, being of the same crystal structure as the host Al matrix and thus showing no sharp interface and only a minor composition contrast. Therefore, they have been mostly evaluated by indirect techniques, using DSC (Miao & Laughlin, 2000; Charai et al., 2000; Starink, 2004) , resistivity (Noble, 1968; Rosen et al., 1982; Chobaut et al., 2016) , hardness or positron annihilation (Somoza & Dupasquier, 2003; Klobes et al., 2008; Lay et al., 2012) . APT, giving access to the solute distribution on the atomic scale, has also been extensively used and has provided information on the type of solute correlations within the clusters and on their size distribution (Ringer et al., 1997 (Ringer et al., , 1998 Marceau, Sha, Ferragut et al., 2010; Marceau et al., 2012 Marceau et al., , 2013 . SAS techniques (SAXS with X-rays and SANS with neutrons) are well suited to evaluating the solute inhomogeneity on the near-atomic scale (Decreus et al., 2013; De Geuser & Deschamps, 2012) , giving access to information on the size of precipitates or clusters and on their quantity. This is classically the volume fraction for precipitates, although this term is more difficult to define in the case of clusters. Recently, Couturier et al. (2016) devised a methodology to characterize the composition fluctuations arising from Fe-Cr unmixing in a stainless steel from SAXS measurements. This methodology was successfully applied to characterize the amplitude and spatial extension of the composition fluctuations. In a multi-constituent system, however, a single SAXS measurement is insufficient to provide information on the clustering of several solutes, and contrast variation analysis is necessary to separate the contributions of the different solutes. ASAXS is classically used to evaluate the contribution of a specific solute by varying the X-ray beam energy close to the K edge of the element. The technique can be straightforward for high atomic number elements whose K edges are easily accessible, as shown by Lyon & Simon (1986) for unmixing of an Al-Zn-Ag system and by Marlaud et al. (2010) for clusters in Al-Zn-CuMg. However, the K edges for Mg and (even worse) Li are not accessible by conventional synchrotron SAXS beamlines.
An alternative for contrast variation is to perform SAXS and SANS measurements correlatively. SAXS is sensitive to the electron density (which is related to the atomic number), while the SANS nuclear scattering cross section is not directly correlated to the position in the periodic table. In the case of dilute alloys, a measure of the sensitivity to a given element can be defined by (f i À f Al )/f Al , with f i and f Al the scattering factors of element i and Al, respectively. The values for Cu, Li and Mg are given in Table 1 . It is clear from this table that, because Mg and Al have similar atomic numbers, SAXS is essentially blind to Mg clustering. This is much less the case for SANS. In favourable cases, their combination can be therefore expected to provide chemical information, as shown by Gerold (1977) on the miscibility gap in the Al-Zn-Mg system and by Ohnuma et al. (2009) on the characterization of oxidedispersion steels. In combination with the analysis of the SAXS/SANS intensity using the model of Couturier et al. (2016) , this contrast variation method will be used in the present case on all three alloys to provide a full quantification of the state of clustering. In addition, the information obtained from this correlative methodology will be further complemented by APT experiments, which give access to a direct spatial view of the solute fluctuations.
Materials and experiments
Alloys with the nominal compositions shown in Table 2 were provided as 27 mm thick plates by Constellium C-TEC, Voreppe, France. The material was homogenized at 773 K for 24 h, quenched and subsequently hot-rolled to 3 mm thickness at 623 K. For SANS no further thickness reductions were necessary and the samples were solution-treated at 773 K for 30 min, water-quenched, naturally aged where necessary and stored in liquid nitrogen before exposure to the beam. Samples for SAXS were prepared by grinding and polishing down to $300 mm, solution-treated at 773 K and waterquenched. Further thickness reduction down to 80 mm was achieved by polishing immediately after quench before exposure to the X-ray beam. Samples referred to as being in the 'as-quenched' (AQ) condition were exposed to room temperature for no longer than 5 min prior to SANS experiments and 15 min prior to SAXS experiments. Some of the samples were kept at room temperature (293 K) for 72 h after quench to allow for natural ageing to take place. These samples are referred to as 'naturally aged' (NA).
SAXS experiments were carried out on a laboratory setup using a Rigaku MicroMax-007 HF rotating anode with a Cu K X-ray source (wavelength 1.52 Å ) generating a beam with a cross section of 1 mm 2 . Scattering data were collected using a Dectris PILATUS2 300K detector. The collected data were background corrected and normalized to absolute units using in-house scripts, with a glassy carbon sample as a secondary calibration standard (Huang et al., 1993 comparison with SANS, we chose to use cm À1 rather than the units more conventionally used in SAXS (e Å À3 or Å À3 ), which requires a further normalization by the scattering cross section of an electron. The sample-to-detector distance was about 0.6 m, allowing the measurement of scattering vector magnitudes ranging between 0.02 and 0.5 Å
À1
. SANS measurements were performed on the D11 instrument at the Institute Laue-Langevin (ILL) in Grenoble, France, under proposal 1-01-142 (De Geuser et al., 2015) . A neutron wavelength of 5 Å was used, which is above the Bragg cut-off, removing any Bragg diffraction effects including double diffraction. Two distinct sample-to-detector distances were used to capture a wide range of scattering angles (0.01 < q < 0.6 Å
). The use of two positions required a displacement of the detector which lasted about 1 min. Thus, in order to increase the time resolution of the SANS measurements on the AQ samples, only the shortest distance was used. All experimental data were background corrected, normalized to absolute units and azimuthally averaged using the Graphical Reduction and Analysis SANS Program package (GRASP; https://www.ill.eu/instruments-support/instruments-groups/ groups/lss/grasp/home/).
APT samples were prepared by cutting small rods ($0.3 Â 0.3 Â 15 mm) from the NA material. Final tip specimens for APT analysis were obtained using a standard two-stage electropolishing technique in 2% perchloric acid in 2-butoxyethanol at 15 V. AQ samples were not tested because of the long dwell time between electropolishing and APT data acquisition. In addition, since only a limited APT access time was awarded through a METSA call for proposals, only the Al-Cu-Mg and Al-Cu-Li-Mg alloys were tested. APT experiments were carried out using a Cameca LEAP 4000 instrument at Rouen University. The temperature of the sample was maintained at 40 K under ultrahigh vacuum of the order of 8 Â 10 À11 Torr (1 Torr = 133.322 Pa) during the experiments. Evaporation was achieved in electric mode using a pulse with an amplitude of 20% of the DC voltage applied at 200 kHz repetition. The collected data were processed with the Cameca IVAS software package. Volume reconstructions were done following advanced techniques described and reviewed elsewhere (Gault et al., 2008; Gault, Haley et al., 2011; Vurpillot et al., 2013) . Solute-enriched poles were observed and removed from the volumes used for radial distribution function (RDF) calculations.
Data interpretation
3.1. General framework SAS experiments are measurements of the fluctuations of scattering factor density and provide excellent statistical information owing to the large volumes analysed. These fluctuations originate from features in the sample such as precipitates or clusters. The use of different sources of radiation permits changes in the nature of the scattering factors and in turn provides complimentary information from fluctuations in the same system. When using X-rays, the scattering signal is sensitive to variations in electron density and therefore provides information on the chemical fluctuations via the atomic number. Elements of atomic number close to the host solution, e.g. Si or Mg as solutes in Al, give low scattering, whereas elements with large differences, such as Cu, result in stronger scattering. The nuclear scattering of neutrons is not related to atomic number, allowing for a scattering experiment in which elements with similar atomic number can still generate contrast, e.g. Mg in Al. A combination of scattering experiments with different sources provides a method for characterizing the fluctuations on the basis of their chemical nature.
In an isotropic system of average scattering factor density , the intensity I(q) arising from a fluctuation in scattering factor density = À can be written (Porod, 1982) as
where q is the scattering vector magnitude and (r) is the socalled correlation function introduced by Debye & Bueche (1949) : 
where 0 (r) is the normalized correlation function. In the absence of long-range order (other than that of the underlying crystal giving rise to Bragg peaks), both and 0 go to zero for large r. By definition, (0) = 2 , i.e. the mean-squared fluctuation of the scattering factor density. When considering concentration fluctuations (with constant atomic volume), the normalized correlation function 0 (r) is technique independent and essentially geometric (i.e. it is characteristic of the shape of the objects and their interaction, if any). The mean-squared fluctuation, however, depends on what the technique is actually probing (electrons for X-rays, nuclear scattering length for neutrons, atoms for APT). Its expression will be discussed further in this paper.
Provided that the intensity is known over a wide enough range, the correlation function can be obtained by an inverse Fourier transform,
IðqÞ q 2 sinðqrÞ qr dq: ð4Þ
In particular, for r = 0
Because this integral is always equal to the mean-squared fluctuation of the scattering factor density, irrespective of the shape of the features, it is often called the invariant.
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This framework gives the relationship between a description of the chemical fluctuations in real space [(r) ] and the intensity they give rise to in reciprocal space [I(q)]. The correlation function contains information on the correlations between the positions of solute atoms. As shown by Couturier et al. (2016) , it is closely related to the radial distribution function (RDF), which is a standard tool to describe the solute fluctuations in APT (De Geuser, 2005; Sudbrack et al., 2006) .
The model for the correlation function c(r)
The concept of a correlation function is very general and also holds for a two-phase model where one can distinguish between a matrix and precipitates (including non-particulate systems) or for a system where the concentration fluctuations are diffuse and can only be described by concentration wavefunctions.
In the study of precipitation of metals, the interpretation models are usually built up from the calculated correlation function (or SAS intensity) of a single object (precipitate) embedded in a matrix and generalized for an assembly of objects, with or without interactions. The correlation functions (and associated SAS signal) of simple precipitate shapes (sphere, flat cylinder, long cylinder etc.) can be found in the literature . They can be adapted for a particular system to account for non-uniform solute distributions in the object, abrupt or diffuse interfaces, size distributions, or interference between neighbouring objects.
These additional parameters lead to modification of the form factor, integration of a size dispersion function and use of an interparticle structure factor, all of which are interdependent, so the complete model can be complex. Although this approach has proven successful in numerous studies concerning well defined precipitates in metallic systems De Geuser & Deschamps, 2012) , the study of clustering combines all these difficulties: (i) ill defined shape, (ii) diffuse concentration with no clear interface, (iii) wide size dispersion, and (iv) large quantity and number density implying interference between objects. The combination of these aspects calls for a more statistical description of the concentration fluctuations. Following Couturier et al. (2016) , we use a similar approach to that of Teubner & Strey (1987) , who built their description of the scattering from microemulsions upon a statistical description of the correlation function. The use of an exponentially decaying correlation (with a correlation length ) represents the direct correlation between the domains (clusters) and is general enough to capture the effect of a wide size dispersion and diffuse interfaces. This should be modulated by an oscillating function capturing the interaction between the domains. Oppositely to Teubner & Strey (1987) , we used a cosine function for that purpose, which, in our experience, better reproduces the experimental data in metallic systems. This model has already been successfully applied to the early stages of solid solution unmixing in an Fe-Cr based alloy (Couturier et al., 2016) and can be written as
where the correlation length is a measurement of the size of the clusters and the modulation periodicity can be related to the distance between them. If is much larger than , the objects are non-interacting. Smaller values of indicate much more numerous objects, i.e. a higher quantity. The constant 2 is the mean-squared fluctuation or scattering invariant.
Corresponding intensity I(q)
The model used for (r) can be incorporated into equation (1), the integral of which can be analytically calculated. The expression for the intensity gives
The structure factor S(q, , ) is such that its value is 1 when is large (small fraction). For decreasing , S(q, , ) creates an interference peak at intermediate q before reaching 1 for larger q. S(q, , ) can be written as
The positivity of the intensity imposes that > (12) 1/2
. The correlation length is linked to the distance between solutes within a cluster and is hence a measure of the fluctuation size The scattering profile (red circles) for naturally aged Al-Cu-Li-Mg alloy and a corresponding model fit (thick black line) incorporating the scattering intensity contributions due to clusters, large objects and a background constant (thin black lines).
in real space. For the reader familiar with existing SAS interpretation models, it is interesting to note the following:
(i) In the absence of interaction between the solute-rich zones [i.e. S(q, , ) = 1 and ffi 1], I(q) respects the Guinier approximation with a Guinier radius R g of
so that R g is about 2.45 times the correlation length.
(ii) I(q) follows the Porod law at high q in the sense that its high-q asymptote has the k p /q 4 (with k p a constant) behaviour which is typical of (but not exclusive to) sharp interface particles. We can thus define the Porod radius as
where Q 0 = R 1 0 Iq 2 dq = 2 2 2 . This model was derived without any shape or size distribution in mind. It is nevertheless interesting to note that R p ( R g is typical of a broad size distribution in the case of spherical particles . Fig. 1 shows an example of the resulting intensity function fitted to the SAXS pattern obtained from a naturally aged AlCu-Li-Mg alloy. In addition to the described contribution of the clusters, we also added a Porod-type contribution of large objects (e.g. dispersoids) proportional to 1/q 4 , as well as a constant contribution accounting for the solid-solution Laue scattering and other incoherent sources of signal (incoherent nuclear scattering for neutrons, fluorescence for X-rays).
Expression of the mean-squared fluctuation g 2
While 0 (r) describes the geometric distribution of the fluctuations/clusters, independent of their chemical nature, 2 is a function of their chemical content. As such, it is technique dependent, since each technique has its own sensitivity to each element (see Table 1 ). The contribution of each element should be explained. Let us start with a binary Al-Cu system, for which we assume the atomic volume to be constant. Since = À , we can write 2 as
where f i is the (technique-dependent) scattering factor. Ác 2 Cu is the mean-squared concentration fluctuation (independent of the technique). It has no units as it is a squared concentration. Although its definition is more general, Ác 2 Cu is such that, in a two-phase model with a well defined volume fraction f v ,
with c p i and c m i the concentrations of element i in the precipitate (e.g. the scattering objects) and the matrix, respectively. The mean-squared fluctuation, because it is related to the scattering invariant (i.e. to the integrated intensity), is traditionally used in SAS studies as a measure of the number of objects. In fact, equation (12) shows that it is related to the volume fraction through a contrast term ðc p Cu À c m Cu Þ 2 . If we can assume that this contrast term is constant, then the integrated intensity is indeed a measurement of the number of scattering objects. In the early stages of solid-solution decomposition, and when we only consider solute clusters, it is reasonable to release the assumption of fixed chemistry of the phases. In this case, the mean-squared concentration fluctuation Ác 2 Cu is not directly a measurement of the advancement of the reaction, since it may have a non-monotonic behaviour as more and more solutes are involved in the clusters. This can be understood by looking at the two-phase model case [equation (12)] and imagining a fixed number of objects. If the number of solute atoms incorporated into clusters increases more slowly than the volume of the objects (i.e. the cluster concentration decreases) then the integrated intensity decreases. However, the reaction has arguably advanced since more solute atoms are involved.
Perhaps a better measurement of the advancement of the reaction would be the total number of atoms involved in the clusters. While this is not measured by a scattering experiment, one may consider the mean-squared number of excess solute atoms. This is similar to what was described by Porod (1982) as the squared number of excess electrons by considering the intensity at q = 0 of a single object. At q = 0, where all secondary waves are in phase, the intensity is simply the sum of the squared numbers of excess electrons. We can drop the (f Al À f Cu ) 2 term to define the mean-squared number of excess solute atoms Án 
where c is a correlation volume which is equal to 8 3 in the model of equations (1) and (7). Finally, We should now consider the case of a ternary system, e.g. Al-Cu-Mg. The mean-squared fluctuation now consists of three terms, the Al-Cu interaction term, the Al-Mg interaction term and the Cu-Mg cross term,
The cross term explains how there can be negligible signal even for significant clustering if (f Al À f Cu ) and (f Al À f Mg ) are of opposite sign. Their presence in the same clusters has compensating effects on the SAS intensity. 
The radial distribution function from atom probe tomography and the correlation function
The chemical and spatial information obtained from APT experiments can be analysed statistically to calculate the partial pair correlation function from the radial distribution function (RDF) for solutes present in the dataset (De Geuser et al., 2006; Sudbrack et al., 2006) . The pair correlation function is a measurement of the probability of finding a specific pair of atoms at a distance r and is hence a good way of describing solute clustering. Analysis of sufficiently large APT datasets provides good statistics on the correlation of solutes and has been used to estimate solute ratios in clusters (De Geuser et al., 2006) . As derived from the RDF, the partial pair correlation function g iÀj ðrÞ between element i and element j can be defined as the average local concentration in element j around atoms of i at a given distance r normalized by the mean concentration of j:
The method may be influenced by some of the artefacts associated with the experimental procedure of APT, such as the (anisotropic) spatial resolution; however, their qualitative properties should not be affected. As shown by Couturier et al. (2016) 
Results

Solute correlations obtained from APT
The volumes of the Al-Cu-Mg and Al-Cu-Li-Mg alloys in the NA condition analysed by APT are shown in Fig. 2 . Microstructural features (such as grain boundaries or larger constituent particles) are not contained in the volumes and hence they are good representations of the NA solid solution. A closer look at the solute distribution is provided by the twodimensional sections. The distributions of solutes appear to be non-random, with some correlation existing between solutes. Nevertheless, areas of high solute density are not easy to identify with certainty. We calculate the RDFs of all solutes in order to characterize the non-random distribution of solute in the volumes.
The auto-correlation functions APT (r) calculated from APT are presented in Fig. 3 . For the Al-Cu-Mg alloy in the NA condition, clustering of solutes is statistically significant, as shown by increased correlation of both Cu and Mg atoms and their cross-correlation in Fig. 3(a) . The correlation data indicate an exponential decay with respect to distance. The correlation becomes negligible for distances larger than 2 nm, suggesting the presence of very small domains.
For the Al-Cu-Li-Mg alloy, the correlation functions calculated for all possible solute pairs in the NA condition are shown in Fig. 3(b) . The Mg-Mg correlation is shown to be the strongest, with APT (0) values estimated to be above unity, suggesting that the Mg atoms are strongly correlated at distances below 2 nm. The Cu-Cu and Cu-Mg correlations are weaker than that observed for Mg. Li-related correlations seem compatible with a random distribution [ APT (r) 0] in all cases. The lack of Li correlation (clustering) allows for the interpretation of the small-angle scattering without an Lirelated signal.
Experimental results from SANS and SAXS
The raw SAXS two-dimensional patterns are shown in Fig. 4 . Their corresponding radially averaged SAXS and SANS one-dimensional scattering profiles are shown in Fig. 5 for all alloys in the AQ and NA states. In all cases, the SANS data are of an order of magnitude lower intensity compared with the SAXS data because of the lower scattering cross section of neutrons. The SANS setup also has a slightly lower q range, so that the large-object Porod-type contribution is not always detected in SANS.
The Al-Cu-Li alloy shows only small differences between the AQ and NA conditions (Fig. 5a ), evidencing the small change to clusters during natural ageing. The SANS curve for this alloy is predominantly composed of a flat constant and a limited increase in intensity in the Porod region for scattering from large objects, as described in Fig. 1 . This alloy shows a somewhat larger intensity in SAXS, suggesting some degree of clustering of Cu. research papers Figure 4 Raw two-dimensional scattering data as captured during SAXS experiments for naturally aged (a) Al-Cu-Li, (b) Al-Cu-Mg and (c) Al-Cu-Li-Mg alloys. Alloys containing Mg show very different curves in the AQ and NA conditions, whether observed by SAXS or SANS, evidencing the occurrence of clustering during natural ageing. In the AQ condition, the SANS profiles are flat (Figs. 5b and  5c ), whereas a small but significant SAXS intensity is recorded. The higher sensitivity of X-rays to Cu suggests that the initial clustering in the AQ state is dominated by Cu. After natural ageing, a large scattering signal appears in both alloys with both experimental techniques. The relative increase in SANS intensity is larger than that of SAXS intensity, suggesting the clusters have a higher concentration of Mg in the NA condition. The shape of the profiles is similar in SAXS and SANS and will be more precisely evaluated when modelling the SAS signal. Nevertheless, this similarity is compatible with our model using a single type of concentration fluctuation.
The comparison between the Al-Cu-Li (Fig. 5a ) and the Al-Cu-Li-Mg (Fig. 5c ) alloys, whose composition difference is only 0.4 at.% Mg, is particularly interesting. The Al-Cu-Li alloy presents only a very small amount of clustering in the AQ condition which does not evolve much during 3 d of natural ageing. When adding a small amount of Mg (which does not give contrast with X-rays), a dramatic change in the scattering is observed. This means that the addition of a small amount of Mg to Al-Cu-Li provokes a major change in the clustering behaviour of the Cu atoms.
Application of the model to SAXS and SANS data
In addition to the experimental data for SANS and SAXS, Fig. 5 also shows the model fitted to the data. The agreement is generally excellent, except for the large-q range of some SANS patterns where the clustering signal is very low and the SANS signal seems to increase slightly. 
In addition to the parameter values, Table 3 shows an estimation of the uncertainties on the obtained parameters. This estimation was obtained by repeating the fit with 100 different random sets of initial guesses of parameters, in order to make sure we explored the complete parameter space. If this procedure were to result in very different values for a parameter, it would mean the amount of information is too low to determine this parameter.
Discussion
Choosing to analyse the solute distribution in the NA condition as observed by APT using RDF gives information on its non-random nature which can be argued to appear visually in Fig. 2 . A benefit of using RDFs calculated from equation (15) is that they do not require assumptions such as a minimum cluster size, a minimum distance between solute atoms or an iso-concentration interface to identify a cluster. RDFs are calculated on large volumes and are considered as averages of the ensembles, with errors arising only from the method used to collect the data. As such, using RDFs is a purely statistical approach and holds valid for domains with diffuse interfaces and variable composition and size, which is likely to be the case for clusters. Furthermore, the average nature of RDFs grants the ability to compare them directly with auto-correlations calculated from an interpretation model for the intensity of SAS. The fact that Li shows very a low correlation with itself and other solutes (Fig. 3) in the APT data suggests that its distribution is near random. Such a distribution of Li will not give rise to scattering factor fluctuations when observed by SAS and hence allows for Li to be dropped from the interpretation of SAS intensity.
Characterization of the distribution of solute using SAS provides global average data which are visually rich and azimuthal averaging intuitively shows changes between the AQ and NA conditions (Fig. 5) . Further information can be accessed by making some assumptions necessary to adopt an interpretation framework. The most global assumption is that of a constant atomic volume, , which greatly simplifies the calculation of differences in scattering factor density. The coherence of the solute domains studied means that the lattice strains they impose are low and make a constant volume a good approximation. Having this in mind, the model proposed by Couturier et al. (2016) is dependent on only three parameters which hold physical meaning. The relationship between these parameters and the physical properties of solute clusters is discussed below.
The correlation length , being a measurement of the mean distance at which solutes are encountered in a domain, is characteristic of the mean size of the objects. In the initial stages of solute clustering all alloys have very small correlation lengths (between 2 and 3 Å ), indicating that the clusters are small. This corresponds to Guinier radii of about 5-7 Å . The change in scattering intensity between AQ and NA states for Al-Cu-Mg and Al-Cu-Li-Mg alloys results in larger correlation lengths, which in turn mean larger clusters ( up to 5.2 Å , corresponding to R g of about 13 Å ). 
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The modulation periodicity allows the model to capture possible interaction between domains. It can be visualized as the concept of excluded volume when considering precipitation in a two-phase model where two precipitates cannot be found on the same point of the lattice. As such the periodicity is related to the average distance between domains. The relationship between and is linked through the correlation volume v c and the number density of domains. However, owing to the global nature of SAS this relationship cannot be separated without assumptions.
The third and final parameter of the interpretation model is the mean-squared fluctuation, 2 , which is a constant dependent only on the measurement technique. When normalized by the respective differences of the scattering factors it returns the mean-squared fluctuation in composition, Ác The interpretation model that we have introduced here has the advantage of being defined in both direct and reciprocal space, allowing for fitting of both SAS and APT results. This should provide a direct quantitative comparison between the two techniques, as has already been shown successfully Couturier et al., 2016) . The fitting (not shown here) of the APT RDF using equations (18) and (6) has been attempted but the quantitative agreement with SAS has not proved successful. It is easy to see in Fig. 3 that the correlations extend further than the values given by SAS (Table 3 ). The correlation lengths found by APT are in the region of 7 Å , whereas SAS gives a range of 3-5 Å . Similarly, the concentration fluctuations observed on the APT RDF fit are systematically much smaller than those found by SAS. The most plausible explanation is that the effective spatial resolution of APT (i.e. the local element-specific radial spatial resolution) does not allow the resolution of those clusters/ fluctuations at their actual size, as has already been observed by Couturier et al. (2016) . The resolution would then 'flatten' the fluctuations, which would consequently be detected not only with a larger correlation length but also with a lower concentration fluctuation (by conservation). This gives some important insight into a possible synergy between the two techniques, and further direct comparisons of SAS and APT performed on microstructures of different scales may provide a valuable benchmark for the effective spatial resolution and detection efficiency of APT.
The use of the interpretation model [equation (6)] with the calculated parameters presented in Table 3 effectively captures the intensity of SAS experiments (Fig. 5 ) in all cases. In the Mg-free alloy, no significant evolution is observed during natural ageing. However, in the two Mg-containing alloys, natural ageing results in a strong increase in the number squared of excess solute (both Cu and Mg), the correlation length and the periodicity. The Mg/Cu ratio calculated through combined SAS experiments is in excellent agreement with previously reported solute ratios from APT experiments on the same alloy (Marceau, Sha, Lumley & Ringer, 2010) . The lower Mg/Cu ratio in the Al-Cu-Li-Mg alloy can be related to the lower concentration of Mg. Nevertheless, the addition of only 0.45 at.% Mg to the Al-Cu-Li system results in profound changes to the clustering behaviour, in particular of Cu, which is worth further investigation. A forthcoming publication will be devoted to the kinetics of cluster formation with the aim of elucidating this effect.
Conclusions
We have successfully developed a methodology for characterizing the state of solute clustering in aluminium alloys. The complimentary interpretation of SAXS, SANS and APT results has been facilitated by the use of an interpretation model which provides crucial information on the clusters in the system. The main points can be summarized as follows:
(i) The non-random solid solutions of aluminiumcontaining solute clusters can be effectively characterized by statistical methods.
(ii) Considering clusters as fluctuations in the solute concentration has been shown to yield agreement between APT and SAS techniques.
(iii) In the as-quenched condition, some Cu-rich clusters are already present in the alloys (Fig. 5 and Table 3) .
(iv) A significant change in the cluster state occurs between the as-quenched and naturally aged conditions for alloys containing Mg (Fig. 5 and Table 3 ).
(v) The chemical analysis reveals a drastic increase in the number of Mg atoms involved in clusters in the naturally aged state (Fig. 5 and Table 3 ).
(vi) The drastic increase in the number of Cu-rich clusters on the addition of Mg to Al-Cu-Li is strong evidence that Mg positively affects Cu clustering.
